
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

AC AGREEMENT 

 

This agreement is made and entered into on the _________ day of ________________ in the 

year 2016 between MUSKAN, through its Authorized Signatory ___________________ who is 

duly authorized & competent to sign the same (which unless repugnant to the context includes 

his/her successors, assigns, nominees or administrator), here in after referred to as the MUSKAN 

and __________________________ through ____________________________________ who is 

duly authorized & competent to sign the same (which unless repugnant to the context includes his/her 

successors, assigns, nominees or administrator), hereinafter referred to as the Muskan Associate 

branch.  

 
 

For & On Behalf of  For & On Behalf of 

MUSKAN  AC AGREEMENT          MUSKAN Associate Branch 



Whereas MUSKAN is having expertise and experience in offering and conducting various IT, 

NonIT, Technical, NonTechnical, entrepreneurship & vocational courses of the reputed 

universities as well as the government & non-government bodies since for last 15 years and fulfills 

the eligibility criteria to run govt. sponsored/ authorized courses. So, MUSKAN will adopt the 

Branch along with its infrastructure and hereinafter use the same under the banner of MUSKAN  

Associate branch so that the govt. sponsored courses could be run at the location of the said 

Branch. The MUSKAN has requisite faculty, software, hardware and other allied infrastructure to 

conduct various IT, NonIT, Technical, NonTechnical, vocational and entrepreneurship courses 

etc. and whereas the MUSKAN Associate branch also has the requisite software, hardware and 

other allied infrastructure that is adequate for conducting various courses in the field of IT, NonIT, 

Technical, Non Technical, vocational and entrepreneurship courses etc. and is ready and willing 

to provide the same to the MUSKAN. And whereas the MUSKAN for the purpose of business 

expansion and even otherwise, in order to cater to the demands of the students and 

government/semigovernment bodies interested to undertake courses at different locations across 

the country, considers it expedient to join hands with likeminded business entities and Individuals 

to conduct such courses. It is furthermore stated that the MUSKAN Associate branch, has 

accepted the offer of the MUSKAN for such joint association and whereas both the parties have 

mutually agreed to share the responsibilities, expenses and revenue in order to implement training 

under various schemes on the terms and conditions, which have been deduced in writing and 

stated hereunder. 

 

The following are the terms of the agreement: 

 

1. That the Registration fees/charges to apply for new courses/programs will either be paid by the 

MUSKAN Associate branch or by the MUSKAN to the Govt. as and when required on the 

mutual consent. In Case MUSKAN pays the fees the same will be deducted by the MUSKAN  

out of MUSKAN Associate branch share. 
 

2. That no fees/charges are being charged for the appointment/association of the AC 

(Associate center) by MUSKAN. 
 

3. That the associate center will transfer any type of Assessment fee/Training fee/any other 

fee payable to Govt.body/Governing body/directly to the account of concerned body/ 

MUSKAN as per the communication from MUSKAN. 
 

4. That the new courses/programs will be offered to MUSKAN Associate branch only after 

taking consent from Associate Branch. 
 

5. In the campus of MUSKAN Associate branch such courses would be run that are selected 

by the MUSKAN based on the availability of Infrastructure in the Campus. 
 

6. The fulfillment of the legal/infra requirements will be the responsibility of MUSKAN 

Associate branch and the MUSKAN Associate branch will be responsible to co-operate 

during inspection and satisfy the persons conducting the inspection for the purposes of 

approval. 
 

7. That the MUSKAN Associate branch shall ensure that the mandate as provided by the 

MUSKAN is carried out diligently during the implementation of the programs. The MUSKAN 

Associate branch would collect only such fees that are prescribed for the purposes by the 

MUSKAN and not otherwise. 

 

For & On Behalf of For & On Behalf of  
MUSKAN AC AGREEMENT MUSKAN Associate branch 



 

8. The MUSKAN will provide guidance regarding syllabus, curriculum at no extra cost and will co-

ordinate with the Govt. / Govt. approved agencies. Also the responsibility for liaisoning with the 

Govt. / Govt. approved agencies will be of the MUSKAN. The MUSKAN Associate branch will 

provide the required infrastructure & would be responsible for the delivery of education as per the 

guidelines laid down by the concerned department/authority to run the particular course/programme. 

MUSKAN Associate branch will also supervise the training programs and provide all the other 

requisite arrangements for smooth conduct of courses. 
 

9. That the detail of the training to be undertaken will be provided by the MUSKAN to the 

MUSKAN Associate branch. 

  
10. That the fees/revenue will be shared between M/s MUSKAN & MUSKAN Associate branch as per 

the mutual terms. The training centre will receive 70% share per student from the amount received 
from Govt. of India for successful completion of PMKVY program. MUSKAN will receive 30% share 
per student from the amount received from Govt. of India for successful completion of PMKVY 
program.  The MUSKAN Associate Branch’s share would be credited/ paid after deducting the TDS 
& any other due outstanding towards the MUSKAN Associate branch. 

 

11. That the M/s MUSKAN will pay/credit MUSKAN Associate branch’s share at the earliest 

after receiving such payments from the concerned department/authority. 
 

12. That the Training of Center Head/Faculty & marketing support/guidance required for the 

purpose of admissions is the responsibility of MUSKAN./RC. Also the RC concerned/ MUSKAN 

would be responsible for providing any other support required by the Associate Center to run 

the schemes offered by MUSKAN. 
 

13. That in case the MUSKAN Associate branch does not want to pursue further to run the 

courses/programmes or does not co-operate or changes his mind after applying these 

courses/programmes, the actual amount spend/invested will be paid by the MUSKAN 

Associate branch to MUSKAN.  
14. That the MUSKAN Associate branch will check the eligibility as per the guidelines lay down 

by the department/authority for that particular course before enrolling the students & 

Branch will ensure not to enroll non-eligible students. 
 

15. That the MUSKAN Associate branch shall be solely responsible to maintain all the records 

and reports at its cost and resources. 
 

16. That MUSKAN will not be responsible in any manner for any event of misconduct or 

damage/wastage/loss of property by the students. 
 

17. That the MUSKAN Associate branch will be fully liable for any applicable Govt. levy and tax 

or any other charges imposed by the bank or any other body. 
 
 

18. That termination of this agreement will be done legally. MUSKAN Associate branch will give 

at least three months written notice in advance to terminate this MOU. 
 
 

19. Also the MUSKAN Associate branch will be fully responsible to enable MUSKAN conclude 
all current courses and provide services to the students who have already taken admission 

in particular semester/ session/programme. Center has to provide signed feedback and 
attendance of the trainees along with contact details of students. 

 

 

20. The MUSKAN Associate branch will also fulfill the other responsibilities concerning the 

batch of students who have taken admission during the continuance of agreement. 
 
 

For & On Behalf of For & On Behalf of  
MUSKAN AC AGREEMENT MUSKAN Associate branch 



 

 

21. That the MUSKAN Associate branch will support in placement activities if required, as per 
the Govt. schemes. 

22. That the MUSKAN Associate branch will not act in any way or manner, which is detrimental 

to the interest of the MUSKAN and vice-versa. 
 

23. That the MUSKAN Associate branch will not bypass MUSKAN for the purpose of offering 

these Govt. Sponsored programmes directly or indirectly for courses/programmes being 

offered by MUSKAN and will not communicate directly to any Govt. body or controlling 

body. 
 

24. That the MUSKAN reserves the right to terminate this agreement forthwith and recover an 

amount required to compensate the losses suffered on account of any breach or non-

performance of any part of this agreement by the MUSKAN Associate branch. 
 

25. Associate center must prominently display the PMKVY branding material including posters 

inside and outside the center. 
 

26. Associate center has to maintain enrolment and attendance records of all candidates 

enrolled and undergoing training. 
 
 

27. Associate center has to ensure that he has adequate infrastructure to impart the training to 

the students as per the QP. 
 
 

28. Associate center has to Conduct the training as per the batch start and end date. 
 

 

29. Associate center has to provide us the correct postal address of his training center with PIN 

code. 

 

That the term of this agreement shall be 3 years effective from the date of signing by both 

the parties, thereafter the renewal will be for a period of 3 years subject to satisfactory 

performance and mutual consent of both the parties. 

 

That this agreement and terms are mutually agreed and accepted in the most transparent 

manner by both the parties and therefore for any dispute (if any) ever arising out of this 

association, it would be referred to Civil Courts only and both the parties accept the 

exclusive jurisdiction of Delhi courts only for all disputes. 

 

The parties hereby waive any right to claim the jurisdiction of any other Body/Court on the 

ground that the choice of Delhi Courts is onerous or otherwise inconvenient to them. 

 

That this agreement embodies the entire agreement between the parties hereto and 

supersedes any and all prior or contemporaneous, oral or written understanding, negotiations, 

or communications on behalf of such parties in respect of the subject matter herein. 
 
 

 

For & On Behalf of For & On Behalf of  
      MUSKAN AC AGREEMENT                    MUSKAN Associate  branch 



 

 

That any additions, changes, amendments, etc., to this agreement shall only be in writing 
and duly executed by both the parties. 
 
 
 

 

That this agreement prepared on _____________has been signed by the MUSKAN Associate 

branch in witness thereof, and the MUSKAN has signed this agreement at Delhi as acceptance 

to the above terms as mutually agreed out of free will. 
 

 

For & On Behalf of For & On Behalf of  
MUSKAN MUSKAN Associate branch 

 

Firm Name: Firm Name:  
Signature: Signature:  
Name: Name: 

 

Authorized Signatory:  
MUSKAN  
Regd Office: D-6/54, 3rd Floor, Sector-6, Rohini, Delhi-110085 
 
1) Witness 1)  Witness 
    Signature:     Signature:  
    Name:     Name:  
   Address:      Address: 
 
 
  Mobile No.:    Mobile N.:  
  Date: Date: 
  
2)  Witness                                                                            2) Witness 
     Signature:                                                                                            Signature:  
     Name:      Name:  
     Address: Address: 
 
 
    Mobile No.:      Mobile No.:  
     Date:      Date: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

For & On Behalf of For & On Behalf       

MUSKAN                                              AC AGREEMENT                              MUSKAN Associatebranch 



 


